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A major new biography of the Civil War general and American president, by the author of the
New York Times bestseller A. Lincoln. The dramatic story of one of America's greatest and most
misunderstood military leaders and presidents, this is a major new interpretation of Ulysses S.
Grant. Based on 7 years of research with primary documents, some of them never tapped
before, this is destined to become the Grant biography of our times.

"Barbara Brooks Tomblin provides a fascinating and detailed look at everyday life aboard the
ships of the Union navy charged with securing control of the Mississippi River."―Spencer C.
Tucker, author of Blue and Gray Navies: The Civil War Afloat"Tomblin has made good use of
several diaries and collections of letters by common sailors that provide glimpses and insights
into their experiences and actions on the Western rivers that goes beyond anything in the
existing literature on the river navy."―James M. McPherson, author of The War that Forged a
Nation: Why the Civil War Still Matters"The Civil War literature is well known for producing a
multitude of overview histories of varying size and quality for its grandest subjects, and even for
many smaller events and themes. Among those dealing with the naval war on the Mississippi
and its major tributaries, Tomblin's book is especially remarkable for its comprehensive coverage
and depth of detail. . . . [It] also possesses some fresh elements. . . ."―Civil War Books and
Authors"Her extensive use of the writings of officers and sailors adds vivid detail to her
descriptions of combat. This well-written, fast-paced narrative belongs on your bookshelf, even if
you think you have read the last word about this innovative naval force."―Civil War News"The
Civil War on the Mississippi is a well written, logically organized and clear account of the naval
war on the Mississippi. Its coverage is thorough, and its research is impressive."―Civil War Book
Review"This is a good account of the war on the western waters for the novice, which may be
read with profit by the more serious student of the Civil War or riverine operations."―NYMAS
Review"While the American Civil War's naval operations have an ample historiography, they
have never garnered as much academic or popular attention as those of the Union and
Confederate armies. Episodes from the war's naval history are remembered mostly for their
novelty. . . rather than their historical significance. Nevertheless, historians have persuasively
shown that the Union Navy played a pivotal role in the Western Theater. With The Civil War on
the Mississippi, prolific naval historian Barbara Tomblin has made a compelling addition to this
literature."―Robert L. Glaze, Georgia Military College, Michigan War Studies ReviewAbout the
AuthorBarbara Brooks Tomblin taught military history at Rutgers University and is the author of
several articles and books.
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John Berry, “More To Ulysses Than Meets The Eye!. American Ulysses: A Life of Ulysses S.
Grant

  
  
This happen to be another book recommended to me via Amazon which I am pleased to
report is well worth reading. I had been meaning to read a book about Grant so the timing was
just right. What I discovered was a much more complex individual than I had been lead to
believe via general history one might receive via formal education. My idea had been that he
was a General that used his military as an unlimited resource, a man that had a terrible drinking
problem throughout his life and a Presidency that was fraught with fraud and scandal. Mr. White
clearly painted a picture of an individual that was so much more and nothing like he has been
portrayed.I do tend to be fascinated by Grant's rise to power after being a retired Army Captain
(retiring under suspicious circumstances which may have involved drinking) to failing as a
farmer, lumber man and briefly working for his younger brother in the family tannery, to President
of the United States. His wife's family was well do do in St. Louis with ownership of many slaves
of which the Grants came to own three as a gift from his wife's father! Grant entered the war as a
recruiter and a Brevet Captain. He showed such an initiative however he rapidly advanced to
General and then Lt. General reporting to Lincoln. If one wanted to learn how to be a leader, this
book carefully helps one arrive at this learning by reading how he dealt with conflict. I would
have respected this gentleman for many reasons. His ability to change his mind as facts were
presented which seems to be missing in leadership today, is certainly a mark of a great leader.
The skill of listening to others prior to making a decision, yet never showing his cards until all
sides were heard. And most importantly, he never gave up but yet continued to seek solutions.
He was totally ambivalent to the slavery discussion early on and in fact never really gave that as
a reason for going to war. Later he became a strong abolitionist and even earned high praise for
his reconstruction and civil rights leadership although the public sentiment was mostly
otherwise. African American leaders of the time did not believe Lincoln was a trusted friend;
however Fredric Douglas pointed out they had no greater friend than Grant. Grant also knew the
war could not be won from a defensive position resulting in always attacking with controversial
massive loss of life from his own troops. And for me of course; he had a noted reputation for his



horsemanship. The only reference I read of him disciplining his men is when he had a man
physically and harshly reprimanded for beating a horse. After his Presidency, he took a world
tour and his horsemanship almost always came up in discussion. Horse racing was the very
popular elitist sport of England but he never accepted invitations to attend because he believed
horse racing was cruel.Yes there was scandal while he was President but there was scandal,
bribery treachery all over our union after the war. However, none of the scandal was of his doing
or as a lack of leadership. Our country was vastly divided after the war and we will never know
how Lincoln might have handled matters. But what we do know is that Grant gave Lincoln a great
deal of credit for setting examples for him which resulted in the right leadership from Grant at the
right time in history. Reconstruction was not popular and President Grant didn't seem to ever
travel the most popular roads, so it seems history has thrown somewhat of a cloud over his
Presidency. Mr. White has helped remove that cloud and I would recommend any history lover to
read this book. It is not a quick read, but I read it quickly because the author captured my interest
from the very start. For me when the war ended in the book I assumed my interest would wan,
but that was far from the case. I am still captured by the thought of former President Grant giving
up all his most valued possessions of military history to pay a debt of which the debtor didn't
even care if he was paid back. He was a fascinating character in our history and this was a
fascinating book for me.”

Chuck in NC, “A Well-Written, Heartfelt, Insightful, Educational & Enjoyable Read!. As Above - I
thoroughly enjoyed both reading the book and learning about the true measure of it's subject
U.S. Grant - highly recommended!”

C. M Mills, “American Ulysses is a beautiful biography of a great American hero Ulysses S. Grant
by a superb biographer Dr. Ronald C White. Wow! Books like American Caesar make reading
history a joy learning about our nation's bloody past. Dr.Ronald C. White the author of a great
book on Abraham Lincoln turns his historical and literary skills on US Grant (1822-1885) the
commanding general of the Civil War and the eighteenth president of the United States. Grant's
rise to prominence from Ohio obscurity as the son of a tanner is the stuff of which Horatio Alger
made famous! Grant was born to Jesse Grant an antislavery man who raised his son in what
today would be called middle class life. Grant loved to fish (but not hunt), ride horses (he was an
expert rider and horses loved him) read and study and always do a good day's work. Once set
on a mission or with a goal to accomplish he would not quit. Grant went to West Point graduating
21st in a class of 39. He served with distinction in the Mexican War fighting and learning lessons
in leadership from both Zachary Taylor and Winfield Scott. He married the love of his life Julia
Dent the daughter of a Missouri slaveholder. The two had several children and loved one
another with deep and mutual respect. Grant was a good husband, father and a kind man. After
resigning from the military he farmed in Missouri and worked his Dad's harness shop in Galena
Illinois. His Civil War record is unmatched in brilliance! Grant won the battles of Belmont, the



capture of Fort Henry and Fort Donelson, the arduous and challenging Vicksburg Campaign,
victory at Chattanooga and defeat of the vaunted Army of Northern Virginia under Robert
Edward Lee in the Overland Campaign, Petersburg and the final campaign of Appomattox. He
had trouble getting along with Andrew Johnson and won two terms as POTUS. Grant favored
African American and the American Indians and their civil rights and fought hard against the Ku
Klux Klan. His administration was, however, marred by Wall Street panic and scandal among his
cabinet members. Grant fought a courageous battle against cancer and completed his great
memoir with the help of Mark Twain. White points out that while Grant has fallen out of the
spotlight he deserves to be restored to prominence in the public consciousness. White is a
person who writes with a novelist gift of telling a great American story in understandable and
poetic prose. The book has many well drawn maps and period prints and illustrations. in a day of
poor leaders in America this book revives my sense of pride in what kind of man or woman can
rise from humble beginnings to achieve greatness. I loved this book. As a past president of the
Louisville Ky Civil War Round Table and a lifetime student of the Civil War I strong recommend
this biography! A great book about a great man. We need heroes like Grant in our lives!”

chattahoochee, “A wonderful portrait of a great man. Biographies of historical figures can be a bit
heavyweight going. This isn’t. It paints a picture of a humble man with his foibles but who
climbed to greatness and never forgot his roots, had great compassion and believed in the unity
of all the states. A highly recommended read.”

Musichound, “Excellent book - a total joy. Excellent book - a total joy. The only reason it gets four
stars rather than four is that the bulk of it is devoted to to his life up to the Civil War. I would have
liked a bit more on his 8 years as President. But recommended as a great book.”

bigmuzza, “Outstanding Read. Having only ever read about the main American presidents,
Washington, Lincoln, Kennedy etc, it was a marvellous education to read about US Grant and
what a man he was!Would highly recommend!”

Michael Brahams, “Quite comprehensive.. A good biography. Quite well written but not in the
same class as those written byDavid McCullough.”

Cosmo lang, “Five Stars. Prompt and with the bonus of having American cut pages.very well
don.”

The book by Barbara Brooks Tomblin has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 953 people have provided
feedback.
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